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Abstract
A lot is known about prison systems around the world, especially in bigger
countries. However, not much is publicly known about the inner workings of the
prisons themselves. These differences range from their incarceration rates, their
environments, and their health care. This research will explore those striking
differences between the Kriminalsomsorgen, Norway’s correctional facility, and
the United States penal system. Both of these systems have very different
approaches to justice seeing as how one emphasizes retribution while the other
emphasizes rehabilitation. Each section of this research will go on to discuss how
the United States is severely lacking in these areas with its current system in
comparison to Norway. By investigating these different subjects, this research
can hopefully garner a better understanding of the American penal system and
how its current status is failing so that reforms can then be made to improve the
system.

Key Points
• The American system focuses on punishing the prisoners. Norway, on the
other hand, focuses on rehabilitating their prisoners.
• Norway has a recidivism rate of 20% while the United States has a rate of
76.6%. This shows that the United States’ system fails at keeping prisoners
out of crime and jail.
• Drug offenses take up about 50% of American prison sentencings. This
contributes to the country’s mass incarceration rate that is six to ten times
higher than most countries. Norway, on the other hand, focuses on
rehabilitating and treating the prisoner’s addiction.
• Norway’s prison cells are much more humane as they look like a small
apartment. The United States, in contrast, has a very inhumane
environment. Their healthcare system is also widely different.
• Norway is more people-oriented in terms of welfare. It has kept most people
out of trouble.
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Conclusion & Discussion
As shown time and time again, the United States has a grave problem with
their penal system. The grossly inflated incarceration rate coupled with the
atrocious environment, healthcare and drug care, make it evident that the
United States desperately needs change. The best solution might be taking
different aspects of Norway’s penal system and adapting it to the American
situation. It does not only have to be Norway; it can be virtually any other
country that has found success in their system. This could be a collective effort
for the best outcome. If the United States takes inspiration from other
countries in terms of their prison systems, it may be the best possible action to
combat the failings within the system itself.
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